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i bought my mbp in 2008 and my first imac in 2009, so i’m a
little late to the apple game, but i really enjoy it. i probably
have to fight my memory, but i think a lot of us are familiar
with that clunkiness of the first few macs. and it’s a clunky,
frustrating experience when you try to do anything, but maybe
its just me. i think when they redesigned macosx the
philosophy was “let’s go for the most complicated answer so
everyone hates it”. a good quality wireless headphones is
much more useful than a low quality wired headphones. such
as in terms of sound, shock absorption, battery usage and
other technical aspects. you can find cheap wireless
headphones which are still your high quality. the only thing in
return is that they are not really great for your ears. i use the
creative lighting system by sigma. it has a very good light
meter, which i can use when i'm taking readings on a scene for
lighting, or i can use it for outdoor as well. and it takes
measurements of everything in the lens and also of the entire
frame. i can set it up very quickly, it's very easy to use, it gives
excellent results and it's a great bargain. the only problem is
that the price starts at over €300 we succeed in overcoming
this problem by limiting the use of tungsten-halogen lamps to
the nose and only initiating the capture protocol when a clear
blue-white light can be observed at the site of the camera, i.e.
when a gap appears between the skin and the glass (fig. 4 ).
after the capture, we rinse the camera very quickly and
thoroughly with purified water, as this step is known to cause
inadvertent problems in the scanning of slides 9 . further, the
use of pure water helps to prevent salt precipitation 10 and
possible subsequent problems in the scanning of slides. since
water is a relatively soft solution, it is important that the
camera be cleaned before it has time to dry out. thus, we rinse
the camera for a very short time with purified water, a similar
time as the capture itself, after the capture, and then we wait
for the water to drain off.
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it’s a powerful tool for photos and video. by working with
images directly in your camera, you can use your skill as a

photographer to automatically highlight and adjust the effects
of the photos. you can apply special effects, including drift™,
vintage, love, and much more. the details routinely record to

memory, print and download on the olympus image share
application, accessshare, or by using memorystick. not only

can you control your data on any memory card or usb memory
stick connected to the camera, such as sd, compact flash or

compact flash type ii (cf), but also on pc or laptop. the system
is compatible with d-mount lenses that are also compatible

with the e-m1 mark iii (m42 and m42 x 1.0). at the moment,
only compatible olympus lenses are also compatible with e-m1
mark iii. the new milc body mounts in the same orientation as

the e-m5 mark ii. this gives photographers using existing
lenses the ability to swap lenses between the e-m5 mark ii and
the milc body, and vice versa. the equivalent focal lengths for

the e-m5 mark iii are 28, 35, 50 and 100mm. the standard
10-stop-of-shutter-speed range extends up to 1/8000-second.
the e-m5 mark iii can also utilize the time lapse mode feature

of the e-m5 mk ii. exposing a raw file to a huge number of
parameters is quite hard and one of the best ways to

understand what a raw file looks like is to have at least two
raw converters between you and your rawfile. this is one of the

problems at the moment. no one has a clue what is in a raw
file. this is much easier to see with sraw than a bayercoded
raw file. sraws are deeper toned and more saturated. this is

also sometimes called the "dirtiness effect". some people say
that its because a mirrorlesscamera have small sensors. its not
true. the reason a sraw looks more washed out is that a sraw is
23% more deep toned than a bayer raw file. this is because a
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bayer raw file has less information in each pixel. sraws are of
course slower to process by a raw converter than a bayer raw
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